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Wairoa District Council
Te Ohu Tiakinga Ngā Tātahi o Wairoa: 2011
Wairoa District Council Coast Care Group
In March this year, approval was granted for the establishment of the Wairoa District Council Coast
Care group, also known as Te Ohu Tiakinga Nga Tatahi o Wairoa (Te Ohu for short). With
representatives from the Hawkes Bay Regional Council and the Department of Conservation, as well
as the District Council staff and Councillors, this group is charged with the mission of overseeing
projects that involve the coast within the Wairoa District and creating partnerships between the
member organisations. EELA was invited to be a consultant member of Te Ohu.
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Wairoa District Council
MAHANGA DUNE RESTORATION PROJECT, MAHIA
2011
Wairoa District Council’s first dune restoration project involves a 3year trial restoration of the fore-dune of the Mahanga Reserve on the
Mahia Peninsula. Initiated by the local Mahanga community
(Mahanga E Tu) and jointly managed by the Hawkes Bay Regional
Council with support from the Department of Conservation, the Wairoa
District Council has set up a Coast Care Group to oversee coastal
projects such as this. Stage 1 of the dune planting is set to be
implemented this August.
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Oraka Communit y
ORAKA FORESHORE EROSION PROTECTION WORKS
2008-2009
Not all erosion protection works are created equal, but the Hawkes Bay Regional Council looked
favourably on this united community-led and funded project at Oraka, Mahia Peninsula. Supported by
the local hapu and with EELA’s report noting the significant improvement to natural character that
would result, this project was consented in 2008 and implemented in 2009.

‘Before’ photo

‘After’ photo
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Wairoa District Council
WAIKOKOPU HARBOUR RESERVES, MAHIA, 2010-2011
Reserve Management Plan & Development Design
These Waikokopu Reserves are located around the small
historic harbour of Waikokopu at Mahia. EELA was
commissioned to prepare more detailed reserve development
concepts for this area as well as reserve management policy.
Tangata whenua consultation early on in the project process led
to solutions for managing the reserves that reflect their
understanding of these cultural landscapes and their uses.
Vegetation enhancement and creation of a small boat park are
part of the vision for the reserves.
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Wairoa District Council
MAHANGA RESERVES, MAHIA, 2010-2011
Reserve Management Plan & Development Design,
The Mahanga Reserves adjoin the 6 kilometre-long Pukenui
Beach which is a popular surfing, fishing and swimming location
enjoyed by Mahanga and Mahia locals. EELA was
commissioned to prepare detailed development concepts that
would scope growth opportunities for parking, passive
recreation and beach access. Working in conjunction with the
Hawke s Bay regional Council, a dune restoration programme
whereby spinifex would replace marram grass, has been
approved by the WDC.
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Wairoa District Council
MAHIA GROUPED RESERVES, MAHIA, 2008-2009
Reserve Management Plan Preparation
This composite Reserve Management Plan writes policy and
rules for all the Mahia Reserves not covered in earlier RMPs
prepared for the Wairoa District Council. Each Reserve is
documented photographically and an inventory of natural,
amenity and built elements or features is assembled for each
Reserve.
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Department of Conservation
WHAKAMAHI LAGOON, WAIROA
Amenit y Enhancement & Prot ection Project, 2010
EELA was engaged by the Department of Conservation to explore ways
to improve the amenity provisions and wildlife protection measures at this
important coastal wildlife reserve, favoured recreation destination for the
people of Wairoa. A comprehensive report detailed measures
recommended for its future management. The decision to fence off the
access road from the lagoon was not made lightly, but protection of the
wetland from dog, horse and people access wa s seen as a critical
intervention to turn the tide on the diminishing wildlife values in this
reserve. The fence has been constructed, initial signage installed and
the first stage of planting completed. EELA continues to offer oversight of
further stages of planting implementation and amenity enhancement.
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Department of Conservation
TE TAPUWAE O RONGOKAKO MARINE RESERVE
Amenit y Enhancement Project, 2009-2010
This project comprised a landscape and amenity enhancement set
behind the Pouawa sand dunes in the Tairawhiti/East Coast district
adjoining the wild, wind-swept waters of the Te Tapuwae o
Rongokako Marine Reserve, north of Gisborne. Popular with busloads of school children and visitors, the site was sorely lacking in
any facilities that would enable the public to enjoy successful and
educative visits to the marine reserve. EELA prepared drawings for
the layout of car parking, changing sheds/toilet and water tank set
within the confines of a narrow 20 metre road reserve.
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Wairoa District Council
RANGIHOUA/PILOT HILL HERITAGE RESERVES, WAIROA,
2009-2010
Reserve Management Plan Preparation
In 2009, the Wairoa District Council planned an extension of its 5
kilometre riverside walkway into the historic pa site at the mouth of the
river: Rangaihoua pa also known as Pilot Hill. When it came to the
potential to enhance the amenity provisions on Rangihoua (providing a
shelter, historic interpretation, seating), EELA sought the involvement of a
representative of the local hapu and an archaeologist. Following
thorough site investigations, a heritage landscape management plan was
produced which included development concepts for the site. Ideas in
these concepts drew on cultural stories related by hapu representatives
and provide openings for the carving of six pou for the site. The challenge
to keep motorised bikes out of the proposed new walkway within the pa
site is an ongoing point of discussion in the design process.
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Wairoa District Council
WAIROA RIVERBANK RESERVES, WAIROA, 2009-2010
Reserve Management Plan Preparation
The decision, in 2008, to create a 5km heritage walkway from the
Wairoa town centre along the length of the Wairoa River banks to
its mouth led to the engagement of EELA over this period. Stage 1
involved the integration of the walkway into the riparian and coastal
environment by providing advice to the Council regarding plantings
that could be established and the appropriateness of a
sculpture/art walk proposed by members of the public for its
margins. Following construction of the walkway, a Stage 2 project
involved the drafting of reserve management plans for the reserves
through which the walkway passe s.
Other Reserve Management Plans prepared by EELA for the Wairoa District Council include:
OPOUTAMA RESERVES, MAHIA, 2006 - Present
POHUTUKAWA RESERVES, MAHIA, 2006
TUAI RESERVES, TUAI, 2007
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Gisborne District Council
WAINUI-OKITU LANDSCAPE & PLANNING ASSESSMENT
2006
The Gisborne District Council sought a broad-scale landscape assessment of the Wainui-OkituSponge Bay area in Gisborne to enable better management of the land resource and to inform
decisions about zone management and Plan Changes in the light of pressures for growth and
impending new reticulation infrastructure. Arising from the asse ssment of the existing environment,
the landscape and visual characteristics of the study area, and identification of residential coastal
character, the brief sought recommendations in relation to the following questions:

•

Subdiv ision management and policy
Are the current subdivision rules adequate to protect the landscape and visual amenity values
identified within the Study Area?

•

Infrastructure and urban design
What are the landscape implications of storm-water, pedestrian circulation, transport
management systems within the Study Area? How do the network of roads serve the
community and what changes should be made to these?

•

Urban density, minimum lot size and in-fill housing
Are some areas suited to medium or high density housing? Should the minimum lot size for
Wainui be less than 800 m2 given likely reticulation? How should minimum lot size be
managed in areas such as Lysnar Valley, Lloyd George Road and Rural Residential areas?

•

Vegetation management and urban biodiversity
What are the values pertaining to existing vegetation (or lack of it) within the Study Area?
What recommendations can be made regarding future tree planting or re-vegetation? Should
street trees be promoted and how does their growth, including root growth, aid or hamper
urban design?

NZILA AWARD:
In 2008 Sue Dick (EELA) was awarded a silver award for this proj ect by the New Zealand
Institute of Architects in its Landscape Planning & Env ironmental Studies section.
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Walker Family
EAST CAPE CAMPING GROUND 2005
AEE & Mitigation Design
This project involved auditing a resource consent application for
the client’s proposal to create a camping ground in the coastal
environment along East Cape Road. The proposed site occupied
a location within the outstanding landscape overlay of the
Proposed Gisborne District Council Plan.
Mitigation and planting design was prepared in collaboration with
DoC who supported the application.
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Gisborne District Council
WAIKANAE STREAM BRIDGE DESIGN COMPETITION
2004
The Gisborne District Council undertook a design competition for
design of a footbridge across the Waikanae Stream, Gisborne.
This footbridge was in the vicinity of a coastal reserve to be
developed in part as a celebration of the voyaging histories of this
location, and the singular event of the meeting of 2 cultures within
Aotearoa. EELA produced an entry (which didn’t win!)
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Gisborne District Council
OUTSTANDING NATURAL LANDSCAPE AUDIT: 2004
In the early 2000s, the GDC received an unprecedented number of applications for new housing in
the coastal environment. This project involved auditing 11 recent and current applications for
resource or building consent within the coastal environment/outstanding landscape overlay on the
Gisborne District Plan, in order to determine whether the ways these applications were being
processed by planners was compromising the values associated with these landscapes. The two
locations were East Cape and Anaura Bay. Site visits and photography were undertaken,
assessments of the applications prepared and a report produced summarizing findings. Eventual
training with GDC planners was provided by EELA.

Part 2
BOFFA MISKELL LIMITED EXPERIENCE
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Meridian Energy Limited
LAKE PUKAKI EROSION PROTECTION WORKS AEE
2002 – 2003
In 2002, lake-foreshore erosion along the southern end of Lake Pukaki was a major problem, in
places threatening the alignment and foundation of State Highway 8. Meridian Energy Limited
commissioned BML to prepare a regional council consent application to undertake erosion protection
works, using rock riprap, along the southern foreshore of the lake. Sue Dick worked with BML
planner, Carey Edwards, and prepared the landscape and visual effects assessment for the AEE
including site visit, site appraisal, photography, description of the existing environment and
assessment of adverse effects on natural character.
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Whale Watch Kaikoura Lt d
PENINSULA ESTATE LANDSCAPE INVESTIGATIONS: 2002
Whale Watch Kaikoura Limited had recently become major landowners of land on the Kaikoura
Peninsula and sought a private plan change to enable the development of a tourist venture there that
would complement their successful whale watching activities in the bay. BML was engaged to
prepare the necessary documentation for the preparation of the zone change application that would
see the establishment of a ‘K aikoura Peninsula Tourism Zone’ over the land.
This project involved comprehensive landscape asse ssment and site master planning in conjunction
with the Project Manager, the American architects, a wide range of other consultants and BML
planners. The output sought was an outline development plan and a plan variation to enable the
Council to introduce to the District Plan the necessary planning rules and policies for establishment of
the proposed ‘tourism zone’ suited to the establishment of an international golf resort and hotel
complex. Being an outstanding landscape with high natural character values, significant and highly
legible marine terrace landforms and a culturally significant landscape required rigorous and detailed
site investigations and documentation. Site inter-visibility studies were prepared and used to aid the
siting of the hotel, lodge and visitor complex footprints in the optimum location for minimizing adverse
visual effects.
Sue Dick worked as assistant to Allan Rackham in preparation of the landscape investigations report.
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Environment Canterbury
REDCLIFFS RECLAMATION – Assessment of Effects
2002
This project involved asse ssing the adverse effects on natural character and amenity values of a
small residential front yard reclamation within the coastal environment. The work had been completed
without resource consent and gave private claim to a section of public foreshore. An assessment was
prepared by Sue Dick to aid Environment Canterbury at the Council hearing intended to grant
retrospective consent.
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Auckland Regional Council
KAIPARA HARBOUR AND THE FIRTH OF THAMES
Nat ural Character Assessment: 2002
This project, led principally by Sue Dick, involved a natural character assessment of the Kaipara
Harbour and the Firth of Thames to assist the Auckland Regional Council in the selection of approved
Aquaculture Management Areas in these high amenity coastal landscapes.
The following tasks were completed under the supervision of John Goodwin (BML, Auckland office):
• Preparation of methodology for the project, drawing on work prepared for the Ministry for the
Environment Environmental Performance Indicator Programme;
• Undertaking site visits of both locations – both aerial and boat perspectives;
• Researching and mapping landscape character units for both sites;
• Undertaking an asse ssment of the coastal natural character using developed methodologies;
• Preparation of a report including conclusions about Aquaculture management areas for the
Auckland Regional Council;
• Production of GIS maps of natural character.

NZILA AWARD:
In 2004, John Goodw in and Sue Dick (BML) were awarded a silver award for this proj ect
by the New Zealand Institute of Architects in its Landscape Planning & Environmental
Studies section.
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Might y River Power
WAIKATO RIVER HDRO RESOURCE CONSENT:
AEE & Evidence Preparation: 2001
Working with Don Miskell at Boffa Miskell Limited in 2002, this project involved the 35 year renewal of
Mighty River Power’s consents for its hydro schemes on the Waikato River. Sue Dick was delegated
the role of site investigations with the client - Mighty River Power - in Hamilton, involving assessments
by water, land and air (flying from Lake Taupo to the river mouth). Thorough natural character
assessments were undertaken of the river and its lakes and observations of lowered water levels in
lakes were undertaken. In addition, amenity asse ssments were completed for riparian and water
sporting activities of all kinds. The considerable data gathered, including photography of all sites,
were catalogued for evidence preparation by Don Miskell.
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West Coast Regional Council
JACKSON BAY MARINE FARM Landscape Assessment
2001 & 2002
The West Coast Regional Council received an application for the establishment of four marine farms
in the pristine harbour of Jackson Bay, South Westland. BML was commissioned to prepare a
landscape & visual assessment and peer review the landscape AEE provided with the application.
2001
Tasks in 2001 undertaken by Sue Dick included:
• Preparation of landscape and visual asse ssment of a proposed 200 hectare marine farm in
Jackson Bay, South Westland for the West Coast Regional Council.
• Preparation of evidence
• Attendance at the Council Hearing
2002
Tasks in 2002 undertaken by Sue Dick included:
• Revised asse ssment of a scaled down marine farm (50 hectare)
• Report to Council
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Environment Canterbury
ASHLEY RIVER: Expert Panel Assessment: 2001
This project involved attendance on a day-long site visit to the tributary streams of the Ashley River to
appraise natural character values. Completed work sheets were supplied to ECAN. The panel
included an hydrologist, an ecologist and tangata whenua consultant. The asse ssments of all
panelists contributed to recommendations for minimum flows to be implemented by Environment
Canterbury. Attendance at a community meeting to meet with interested parties, including Federated
Farmers was also undertaken. Sue Dick led this up-date of earlier work that had been undertaken by
Allan Rackham, landscape planner.
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Banks Peninsula District Council
WAKAROA MARINE FARM
Assessment of Environmental Effects: 2001
This landscape and visual effects assessment was prepared for the Banks Peninsula District Council
to aid the planning officer in their assessment of effects. Recommendations were made that the
resource consent should be granted subject to the size of the marine farms being reduced, so as to
avoid adverse effects on the outstanding headlands in the vicinity of the proposed farms.
Subsequently, evidence was prepared for the hearing. Sue Dick led the project.
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Ministry for the Environment
NATURAL CHARACTER ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR PROGRAMME
Stage 1
Stage 2 Part 1
Stage 2 Part 2

2001 – 2002
2002
2002 – 2003

The brief for this project involved exploring the development of an Environmental Performance
Indicator for natural character in the coastal environment. Stage 1 involved preparing a ‘think-piece’
which was circulated to a range of 20 or so landscape professionals and planners in order to reach a
definition of ‘natural character’ that would inform the next stages of the project. Stage 1 concluded
with a revision of the findings in the ‘think-piece’ and set out a preliminary definition of natural
character. Stage 2, Part 1 involved developing a draft EPI methodology and testing this at a
workshop (held in June 2002) attended by a further 20 planners and landscape architects. Following
this, BML developed the methodology further and described the parameters in such a way that it
could be tested in the field. Stage 2 Part 2 shows the methodological results/findings from ground
testing the methodology in two North Island natural character studies: the Wairarapa Coast and the
Kaipara Harbour and the Firth of Thames (ARC).
Allan Rackham took primary responsibility for the project parameters, methodology and scoping for
the Stage 1 report. Sue Dick took major responsibility for preparing the material for the natural
character workshop in Auckland in June (led by Allan Rackham on the day). Sue also collated Stage
2 Parts 1 & 2 of the project as she had been the delegated consultant on the Auckland Regional
Council natural character assessment which ground-tested the EPI methodology.
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Meridian Energy Limited
PROJECT AQUA: 2001-2003
Assessment of Environmental Effects – Resource Consent
Application
Over a two year period (2001-2003), Meridian Energy Limited engaged Boffa Miskell to undertake a
range of site investigations for the preparation of its AEE for Project Aqua. Sue Dick was largely
responsible (under Allan Rackham) for leading the Landscape Team in its asse ssment of effects both
on the Waitaki River and the Valley landscape. Concurrent with this were constant reviews of the
scheme design. Iterations of canal alignment were considered by the Landscape Team and
management of the landscape, including protection of iconic landscape features, was part of the
landscape brief. The master planning process involved several iterations in the alignment of the
canals, and advocating with the Engineers for the routing of the scheme away from outstanding
cultural landscapes in the Valley. At a smaller scale, conceptual design initiatives involved liaison with
the Aqua archaeologist over preservation of important heritage landscapes.
The landscape effects asse ssment process involved the drafting of preliminary and draft reports and
then final Natural Character, Landscape and Amenity Effects Assessment Report. An 80 page
graphic attachment accompanied the final report. Community consultation was an integral part of the
process and regular community meetings took place within the Waitaki community. The reports
included:
• Descriptions of the existing landscape – regional and local
• Descriptions of the components of the scheme in the landscape
• Assessment of the adverse effects on the Valley landscape at a broad regional level and at a
site specific level
• Assessment of the adverse effects on the Waitaki River and its tributaries
• Assessment of the significance of the adverse effects and mitigation measures

“For the last 2 years of her time with us, Sue was
largely responsible for the landscape & visual effects
assessment for the $1.2 billion Meridian Project
Aqua resource consent. Her very significant
organisational skills, as well as her natural
thoroughness and intellectual rigour were essential
qualities on such a major and integrated exercise…..
Her ability to know when to seek support and advice
from others gave us confidence to let her manage
projects that might have been expected to stretch
someone with considerably greater professional
experience.”
Alan Rackham, [then] Managing Director, Boffa
Miskell Ltd, 2003 Referee
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Meridian Energy Limited
PROJECT AQUA: 2001
Low Flow Trial: Site Data Gathering & Perception Survey
During the first year of Project Aqua (2001), Meridian gained a resource consent to ramp the levels of
the river down successively over a 5 day period to flows that would resemble the river levels in an
‘Aqua’ environment. A large team of specialists gathered for this week in the winter of 2001 to gather
data regarding the river. Landscape investigations included the gathering of several sorts of
photographic data: stills, aerials and video, all to be taken from set locations over each of the river
levels during the 5 days. Perception surveys were undertaken over this period to gauge the reactions
of members of the public and other specific stakeholders to changes in the river.
Sue Dick was responsible for:
• Drafting the perception survey form and arranging its distribution and collation;
• Preparing all field material and co-ordinating the photographic recordings;
• Taking still photos over each of the 5 days.
Allan Rackham supervised the project.
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Environment Canterbury
ASHBURTON RIVER: Natural Character Assessment:
2001
This project involved asse ssing the natural character of the Ashburton River reach by reach, from
source to sea, for Environment Canterbury. The Ashburton Lakes were included in the assessment.
Recommendations for a minimum flow regime based on natural character values were given. The
project required liaison with Paul Mosley and ECAN hydrologists who were undertaking flow studies to
determine recommended water abstraction quantities and rates. A final report with graphics was
supplied to ECAN.
Sue Dick was responsible for the project under the supervision of Allan Rackham, Landscape
Planner.
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Environment Canterbury
RANGITATA WATER CONSERVATION ORDER Assessment:
2001
This asse ssment report commissioned by ECAN involved the description of the river values
associated with the Rangitata River reach by reach, and reaching a conclusion about the quality of
the Rangitata River environment. This information fed into an assessment of whether the Rangitata
River was of the quality deemed necessary for the application of a Water Conservation Order under
the Resource Management Act. The BML report was prepared in tandem with an hydrological
analysis prepared by hydrologist, Paul Mosley. The second stage of the project involved writing
evidence based on the initial report.
Sue Dick worked as an assistant to Allan Rackham, Landscape Planner.
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Environment Canterbury
BANKS PENINSULA ASSESSMENT & Marine Farm Advice:
2001
This project involved the comprehensive aerial survey and photography of the coast of Banks
Peninsula, preparation of an inventory of coastal typologies and asse ssment of the natural character,
outstanding natural features/landscapes and amenity values of the entire coast. This included the
coastal dominance and coastal influence zones. The purpose of the report was to provide maps and
describe criteria that would aid Council Planners in their consideration of resource consent
applications for marine farms.
This project was led by Sue Dick and supervised by Allan Rackham.
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Banks Peninsula District Council
BANKS PENINSULA HARBOUR LANDSCAPES Assessment:
2001
This project involved an asse ssment of the natural character and landscape character and qualities of
the Akaroa and Lyttelton Harbour landscapes for the Banks Peninsula District Council. The purpose
of this was to inform their planning process in relation to Peninsula growth, pressure s for subdivision
and the management of its high quality coastal environment.
Sue Dick was responsible for the Lyttelton Harbour study, including:
• The site visit and photography
• The assessment methodology
• The final report and graphics
Allan Rackham supervised the project.
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Environment Canterbury
CANTERBURY RIVERS: Waterway Assessment:
2000 - 2001
This project involved the preparation of 2 reports, the first a preliminary report and the second a more
comprehensive report, aimed at providing the Council with an inventory of the natural character,
outstanding natural features/landscapes and amenity values of rivers in the Canterbury Region from
the Clarence River in the north to the Waitaki River in the south. The report was prepared on the
basis of eco-typologies for rivers and streams developed by Ton Snelder and Pam Guest: “The River
Ecosystem Management Framework’. The report fulfilled the requirements of the Canterbury
Regional Policy Statement and would be used to inform Council officers regarding river values when
setting flows, setting water quality outcomes and managing wetlands.
This project was led by Sue Dick and supervised by Allan Rackham.
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Environment Canterbury
AKAROA MARINE FARM RESOURCE CONSENT:
Land/Seascape And Visual Effects Assessment:
2000 - 2001
In 2000, Environment Canterbury received a resource consent for the establishment of 11 marine
farms around the perimeter of the Akaroa Harbour. BML was commissioned by ECAN to prepare a
landscape and visual effects asse ssment of the proposed marine farms in the context of a detailed
assessment of the natural character and amenity values of their locations in the Akaroa Harbour. A
later stage involved the preparation of evidence for the Council hearing.
Sue Dick worked under the supervision of Allan Rackham, Landscape Planner.
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Meridian Energy Limited
SECOND MANAPOURI TAILRACE (DOUBTFUL SOUND)
Resource Consent AEE: 2000
In 2000, Meridian Energy sought to construct a second tailrace for the Manapouri power scheme.
Key landscape issues focused on the potential effects of construction works on the sensitive Doubtful
Sound environment.
This project involved the following tasks:
• Preparation of the Landscape & Visual effects asse ssment for the resource consent AEE for
construction of the Second Manapouri Tailrace (Doubtful Sound);
• Preparation, distribution and collation of the results of a public perception survey at Doubtful
Sound;
• Co-ordination of comprehensive photographic monitoring of the waters of Doubtful Sound;
• Co-ordination with NIWA regarding instrumental monitoring of water quality in Doubtful
Sound;
• Production of three reports, including graphics:
Report 1: Public perception monitoring report: September 2000
Report 2: Effects on natural character, landscape and visual amenity values
Report 3: Photographic and instrumental monitoring of water appearance
Sue Dick worked under the supervision of Allan Rackham, Landscape Planner.

